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May 23, 2019July 26, 2019 John Laney 1 Comment May 23, 2019July 26, 2019 John Laney 0 Comments The MDL assesses the Muscular Strength component of fitness by measuring a Soldier’s lower body, grip and core muscular strength. It requires well-conditioned back and leg muscles and helps Soldiers to avoid hip, knee and lower back injuries.
Flexibility and balance are secondary components of fitness assessed by the MDL.Deadlift the maximum weight possible three times.The MDL assesses the Muscular Strength component of fitness by measuring a Soldier’s lower body, grip and core muscular strength. It requires well-conditioned back and leg muscles and helps Soldiers to avoid hip,
knee and lower back injuries. Flexibility and balance are secondary components of fitness assessed by the MDL.Starting PositionThe Soldier will step inside the hexagon/trap bar, feet generally shoulder width apart, and locate the midpoint of the hexagon/trap bar handles.Phase 1 Preparatory PhaseOn the command of “GET SET,” the Soldier will bend
at the knees and hips, reach down and grasp the center of the handles (Hexagon/traps bars are not authorized; as an exception, if a dual-handled hexagon/trap bar is used, the Soldier will grasp the lower handles). Arms should be fully extended, back flat, head in line with the spinal column or slightly extended, head and eyes to the front or slightly
upward, and heels in contact with the ground. All repetitions will begin from this position.Phase 2 Upward Movement PhaseOn the command of “GO,” the Soldier will stand up and lift the bar by extending the hips and knees. Hips should never rise before or above the shoulders. The back should remain straight – not flexed or extended. The Soldier
will continue to extend the hips and knees until reaching an upright stance. There is a slight pause at the top of this movement.Phase 3 Downward Movement PhaseBy flexing the hips and the knees slowly, the Soldier lowers the bar to the ground under control while maintaining a flat-back position. Do not drop or let go of the bar. The hexagon/trap
bar weight plates must touch the ground before beginning the next repetition. Weight plates may not bounce on the ground.Execute three continuous repetitions with the same weight. If the Soldier fails to complete three continuous repetitions under control, he or she is permitted one retest at a lower weight. If the Soldier successfully completes
three continuous repetitions on the first attempt, he or she may elect an additional attempt at a higher weight. The maximum number of attempts on the MDL is two. FITNESS COMPONENTSMuscular strength, balance and flexibility STANDARD EQUIPMENT60-pound hex bar and plates Sumo Deadlift Alternate Staggered Squat Jump Forward Lunge
The SPT event assesses the Power component of fitness by measuring a Soldier’s ability to generate quick, explosive movements with their upper and lower body. Secondary components of fitness assessed by the SPT include Balance, Coordination and Flexibility.Throw a 10-pound medicine ball backward and overhead for distance.The SPT event
assesses the Power component of fitness by measuring a Soldier’s ability to generate quick, explosive movements with their upper and lower body. Secondary components of fitness assessed by the SPT include Balance, Coordination and Flexibility.Starting PositionThe Soldiers will face away from the start line, grasp the medicine ball (10 pounds)
with both hands at hip level and stand with both heels at (but not on or over) the start line. Grasp the ball firmly and as far around the sides of the ball as possible. Towels or rags will be provided to remove excess moisture/debris from the medicine ball.Record ThrowsAs directed by the grader, the Soldier in lane one executes throw one. Soldiers are
permitted several preparatory movements flexing at the trunk, knees, and hips while lowering the ball between their legs. When directed by the grader, the Soldier in lane two executes throw one.Soldiers will have two record attempts on the Standing Power Throw. Soldiers in lanes one and two will alternately execute record throw one and two. As
directed by the grader, the Soldier in lane one executes the first record attempt. Soldiers are permitted several preparatory movements flexing at the trunk, knees, and hips while lowering the ball between their legs. When directed by the grader, the Soldier in lane two executes first record attempt. A record attempt will not count if a Soldier steps on
or beyond the start line or falls to the ground.If a Soldier faults on the first record throw, they will receive a raw score of 0.0 meters. If a Soldier faults on the second record throw, they will receive a raw score of 0.0 meters. This Soldier will be allowed one additional attempt to score on the SPT. If the Soldier faults on all three record throws, they will
receive a raw score of 0.0 meters for the SPT. If a Soldier has a valid score on either record the first and second throw, they will not be allowed a third attempt.Once the Soldier has attempted two record throws, they will move onto the SPT lane to retrieve the medicine balls for the next Soldiers, and then return to the back of the line.Although
Soldiers are required to execute two record throws and both record throws are recorded, only the longer of the two throws will count as the record score. The start line grader will circle the best score. FITNESS COMPONENTSExplosive power, balance, coordination and flexibility STANDARD EQUIPMENT10-pound medicine ball Power Jump
Overhead Push Press Tuck Jump Throwing equipment onto or over an obstacle Lifting Soldiers up; assisting a buddy to climb up a wall Jumping across and over obstacles Employing progressive levels of force in man-to-man contact The HRP assesses the Muscular Endurance component of fitness by measuring a Soldier’s upper body endurance. The
HRP is a strong driver for upper body and core strength training. Flexibility is a secondary component of fitness assessed by the HRP. 2 MINUTESComplete as many Hand-Release Push-ups as possible in two minutesThe HRP assesses the Muscular Endurance component of fitness by measuring a Soldier’s upper body endurance. The HRP is a strong
driver for upper body and core strength training. Flexibility is a secondary component of fitness assessed by the HRP.Starting positionOn the command of “GET SET,” one Soldier in each lane will assume the prone position facing the start line with hands flat on the ground and index fingers inside the outer edges of the shoulders. The chest and front
of the hips and thighs will be on the ground. Toes will touch the ground with feet together or up to a boot’s width apart. The ankles will be flexed. The head does not have to be on the ground. Feet will remain generally together, no more than a boot’s width apart, throughout the HRP. Soldiers may adjust their feet during the test event as long as they
do not lift a foot off the ground.Movement 1On the command “GO,” a Soldier will push their whole body up from the ground as a single unit to the up position by fully extending the elbows (front leaning rest).The Soldier will maintain a generally straight body alignment from the top of the head to the ankles. This generally straight position will be
maintained for the duration of the HRP.Failing to maintain a generally straight alignment during a repetition will cause that repetition to not count.The front leaning rest is the only authorized rest position. Bending or flexing the knees, hips, trunk, or neck while in the rest position is not authorized.Movement 2After the elbows are fully extended and
the Soldier has reached the up position, the Soldier will bend their elbows to lower the body back to the ground. The chest, hips and thighs should touch down at the same time. The head or face do not have to contact the ground.Movement 3Arm Extension HRP – immediately move both arms out to the side straightening the elbows into the T position.
After reaching this position, the elbows bend to move the hands back under the shoulder.Movement 4Regardless of the HRP protocol, Soldiers must ensure their hands are flat on the ground with the index fingers inside the outer edges of the shoulders (returning to the starting position). This completes one repetition.The Soldier will make an
immediate movement to place their hands back on the ground to return to the starting position. FITNESS COMPONENTSMuscular endurance and flexibility STANDARD EQUIPMENTLevel surface Supine Chest Press 8-count T Push-up Incline Bench Quadraplex Moving obstacles Pushing an opponent away during man-to-man contact Pushing a
disabled vehicle Getting to and from the ground during evasion and maneuver Reaching out from the prone position when shooting, taking cover, or low crawling The SDC assesses the Muscular Endurance, Muscular Strength, Anaerobic Power and Anaerobic Endurance components of fitness by measuring a Soldier’s ability to sustain moderate to
high intensity muscular work over a short duration. Secondary components of fitness assessed by the SDC include Balance, Coordination, Agility, Flexibility and Reaction Time.Conduct 5 x 50 meter shuttles for time - sprint, drag, lateral, carry and sprintThe SDC assesses the Muscular Endurance, Muscular Strength, Anaerobic Power and Anaerobic
Endurance components of fitness by measuring a Soldier’s ability to sustain moderate to high intensity muscular work over a short duration. Secondary components of fitness assessed by the SDC include Balance, Coordination, Agility, Flexibility and Reaction Time.Starting positionOn the command “GET SET,” one Soldier in each lane will assume the
prone position with the top of the head behind the start line. The grader is positioned to see both the start line and the 25m line. The grader can position a Soldier/battle buddy on the 25m line to ensure compliance with test event standards.SprintOn the command “GO,” Soldiers stand and sprint 25m; touch the 25m line with foot and hand; turn and
sprint back to the start line. If the Soldier fails to touch the 25m line with hand and foot, the grader watching the 25m turn line will call them back.DragSoldiers will grasp each strap handle, which will be positioned and resting on the sled behind the start line; pull the sled backwards until the entire sled crosses the 25m line; turn the sled around and
pull back until the entire sled crosses the start line. If the entire sled does not cross the 25m or start line, the grader watching the 25m turn line will call them back.LateralAfter the entire sled crosses the start line, the Soldier will perform a lateral for 25m, touch the 25m turn line with foot and hand, and perform the lateral back to the start line. The
Soldier will face the same direction moving back to the 25m start line and returning to the start line so they lead with each foot. If the Soldier fails to touch the 25m turn line with hand and foot, the grader watching the 25m turn line will call them back. Graders will correct Soldiers if they cross their feet.CarrySoldiers will grasp the handles of the two
40-pound kettlebells and run to the 25m turn line; step on or over the 25m turn line with one foot; turn and run back to the start line. If the Soldier drops the kettlebells during movement, the carry will resume from the point the kettlebells were dropped. If the Soldier fails to touch the 25m turn line with their foot, the grader watching the 25m turn
line will call them back.SprintAfter stepping on/over the start line, Soldiers will place the kettlebells on the ground; turn and sprint 25m; touch the 25m turn line with foot and hand; turn and sprint back to the start line. If the Soldier fails to touch the 25m turn line with hand and foot, the grader watching the 25m turn line will call them back.The time
is stopped when the Soldier crosses the start line after the final sprint (250 meters). FITNESS COMPONENTSMuscular endurance, muscular strength, anaerobic power and anaerobic endurance STANDARD EQUIPMENT2x40-pound kettlebells and 90-pound sled Straight Leg Deadlift Bent Over Row 300M Shuttle Run Reacting quickly to direct and
indirect fire Building a hasty fighting position Extracting a casualty from a vehicle and carry them to safety Carrying ammunition to a fighting position or vehicle The PLK assesses the Muscular Endurance component of fitness by measuring a Soldier’s core strength and endurance. Balance is a secondary component of fitness assessed by the
PLK.Maintain a proper plank position for as long as possibleThe PLK assesses the Muscular Endurance component of fitness by measuring a Soldier’s core strength and endurance. Balance is a secondary component of fitness assessed by the PLK.Starting positionOn the command “GET READY” hands must be on the ground, either in fists with pinky
side of the hand touching the ground or lying flat with palms down, no more than the grader’s fist-width apart; elbows will be bent, aligned with the shoulders, forearms flat on the ground forming a triangle; hips should be bent with one or both knees resting on the ground.ExecutionOnce all Soldiers are in the ready position, the grader shall issue the
command “GRADERS READY, GET SET”, and then “GO.” On “GO” the Soldier lifts both knees off the ground and moves the hips into a straight line with the legs, shoulders, head and eyes focused on the ground, similar to the “front leaning rest” position.Feet may be up to the graders’ boot-width apart. Elbows should be aligned with the shoulders
with forearms forming a triangle. Ankles should be flexed with the bottom of the toes on the ground. Maintain a straight body alignment from the head to the ankles. After the command “GO”, the grader will call out 15 second time intervals until the completion of the event. Time is tracked with a stopwatch.The head, shoulders, back, hips and legs
shall be straight from head to heels and must remain so throughout the test. Feet, forearms, and fists/palms shall remain in contact with the floor throughout the exercise.The plank event is terminated when the Soldier touches the floor with any part of the body except the feet, forearms, or fists, or, raises a foot or hand off the floor, or, fails to
maintain the straight-line position from head to heels. FITNESS COMPONENTSMuscular endurance and balance STANDARD EQUIPMENTLevel surface Bent-Leg Raise Leg Tuck and Twist Side Bridge Surmounting obstacles and walls Rope climbing, descending or traversing The 2MR assesses the Aerobic Endurance component of fitness. Higher
aerobic endurance allows a Soldier to work for long periods of time and to recover more quickly when executing repetitive physical tasks.Run two miles for time on a measured, generally flat outdoor course.The 2MR assesses the Aerobic Endurance component of fitness. Higher aerobic endurance allows a Soldier to work for long periods of time and
to recover more quickly when executing repetitive physical tasks.The two mile run can be completed on an indoor or outdoor track, or an improved surface such as a road or sidewalk. The 2MR cannot be tested on unimproved terrain. The start and finish line will be near the same location as the test site for the other five test events. Out-and-back or
lap track courses are authorized. FITNESS COMPONENTSAerobic endurance STANDARD EQUIPMENTTwo mile run route on level field, track or running surface Dismounted movement Ruck march Infiltration
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